Modelling a Solenoid’s Valve Movement
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Abstract Solenoid Valves are broadly used as electromechanical actuators when robustness and strength are needed. More specifically, in the
Warthog Robotics group project WRMagic, the solenoid is used as an
impact generator to impulse a rigid body. The literature recommends to
deeply understand the plunger’s movement in response to the applied
voltage in the coil terminals for applications of this magnitude. This paper models a solenoid system using it’s own magnetic field closed circuit
and the model is implemented in Simulink for various input voltage cases.
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Introduction

Solenoids are actuators comprised of a helical coil wrapped around a ferromagnetic core. This core can either be fixed, being used mainly to generate a concentrated electromagnetic field, or free to move in the coil axis. This property of
creating force in the presence of electrical current is considered an electromechanical energy conversion, which makes the solenoid useful for many applications
such as dialysis machines [1], MRIs [2], [3], Washing Machines [4], Electrical lockers [5], pressurizers [6], controlled brakes [7] in the automotive industry, Solenoid
Valves, a switch that control the flux of fluids in hydraulic systems[8], and finnaly
in the Smallsize [9] and MiddleSize [10] Soccer Leagues of Robocup as a ”kicking
tool”.
This paper was conceived at the ”Centro de Robótica Aplicada da Universidade de São Paulo” (CROB), as a study of the research group Warthog Robotics,
with the goal of defining the theoretical ground to improve the WRMagic Project
(Smallsize) [11] and to develop other projects in soccer and rescue RoboCup categories [12]. The WRMagic is an autonomous football robot that uses a solenoid
as actuator to impulse a rigid object, that simulates a kick or pass on a football game. Even though the literature on solenoids is large, studies are focused

